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Abstract. This article is the thirtieth of a series of articles discussing various open research problem
n automated reasoning. The problem proposed for research asks for criteria for accurately determining

o
e
when an induction argument is the appropriate form of argument for an automated reasoning program t
mploy. This research problem also asks for criteria for choosing well the property on which to con-

K

duct the induction argument.
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Question: What criteria should be used to determine that an induction argument is appropriate and, i
hat is the choice, what criteria should be used to select the property on which to base an induction

(

argument?

This question is the twenty-ninth of 33 problems proposed for research in [5] and will be referred to as

s
Research Problem 29 throughout this article. All references to sections, chapters, test problems, and
uch also refer to [5].)

Many proofs from mathematics and from other fields, such as program verification, employ an
,

u
induction argument. This form of argument is very powerful but is, in the standard interpretation
nfortunately outside the province of first-order predicate calculus. This unfortunate circumstance can

s
a
be corrected by employment of Go

..
del’s finite axiomatization of set theory (see Section 6.6). Thi

xiomatization gives access to induction within the first-order predicate calculus. Since, for many
o

i
theorems, the only known proof rests on an induction argument, giving a reasoning program access t
nduction is clearly a big advantage. The work of Boyer and Moore [1-4] amply supports this observa-

tion. Their approach is based not on Go
..
del’s set theory but, instead, on a logic of their own invention.

Research Problem 29 asks for criteria for accurately determining when an induction argument is
-

l
the appropriate form of argument for an automated reasoning program to employ. This research prob
em also asks for criteria for choosing well the property on which to conduct the induction argument.

-
m

As a research problem not mentioned in [5], we suggest, especially for one interested in imple
entation, the study of adding induction to McCune’s program OTTER [6]. We emphasize OTTER,

g
first because it is widely accepted throughout the world as a powerful, general-purpose reasoning pro-
ram, and second because this program does not currently offer induction. The addition of induction

-
t
would make OTTER even more valuable as a research assistant and more useful for various applica
ions such as program verification. The source code (in C) is offered on diskette in [6].

m
p

An appropriate test for a proposed solution to Research Problem 29 focuses on problems fro
rogram verification and on well-known theorems from mathematics whose proof employs induction. A

n
a
solution to this problem would be very significant, especially since, for many theorems, an inductio
rgument is the only known type of argument that succeeds.
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